Attention H.E. Cardinal Mamberti --- "Preventing a Long War"?
By Anna Von Reitz

A phony "war" which is in fact classed as an illegal Mercenary Conflict has been going on for over 160 years in this country already. Want to talk about long wars?

And preventing them?

The time to prevent this war would have been the moment that Abraham Lincoln "offered" to run for "a" Presidential Office --that of a similarly-named foreign corporation-- and pass it off as the Presidency of The United States of America -- our Federation of States.

Then we could have done without all the bloodshed and stupidity, theft, graft, unlawful conversion, piracy, illegal confiscation, impersonation, credit theft, slush-funding, bankruptcy fraud, illegal securitization, conspiracy against and evasion of the Constitutions, false claims of "Emergency Powers", proliferation of unauthorized government subcontractors, war-mongering, and genocide that have been the result of commercial corporations commandeering and acting "as" governments.

The quickest and happiest end of this Mess for all concerned, is for the Pope to get off his velvet tuffet and pull the rug out from under all these outlaw corporations--- and deprive the guilty parties of their privilege to incorporate anything again.

We have our unincorporated government still standing. We don't need Pfizer, Inc., or Moderna, Inc., or any of the other guilty parties. They can all go and they all certainly should go.

It is the Pope's responsibility under Ecclesiastical Law to dissolve any and all corporations that engage in unlawful activities. We have proof in the public record of medical profiteering, fraud, and intentional genocide promoted by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the World Bank (Pandemic Bonds Scandal), pharmaceutical
corporations and health service providers. We have invoked the Highest Law and it's Pope Francis' duty under it to wipe these corporations from the face of the Earth and punish those responsible.

If he doesn't do so, he loses his credibility and his office. Those are the rules.

He knows it, we know it, and he has every cause to know that we are living beings who have brought forward injuries amounting to death and permanent disability in vast numbers. He also knows that we pre-ordained a commercial loss of 1 trillion dollars in gold for every American lost or permanently disabled PRIOR to the onslaught.

As such, we placed a contract before Satan's Empire of Lies, and they accepted.

The Pope and all his corporations---including those chartered under the British Monarch--- owe us 235,500 T calculated through December 31st 2023, and as the Cause is both intentional Fraud and willful Genocide, there is no escape for the perpetrators of these crimes.

As the lawful Government of The United States of America representing the organic States of the Union and the living people and Lawful Persons of our country and nation, we demand that these corporations and the officers running them and the boards of directors responsible for the misdirection of these organizations be surrendered to us for prosecution, that all corporate veils be removed, that all recourse to bankruptcy at public expense be denied, and that all assets belonging to these criminals, jointly and severally, be forfeited.

The Pope and his minions under the Canon Law have ruled the Jurisdiction of the Air more or less honorably and efficiently for centuries, but in the past hundred years the Canon Law has been evaded and corruption of the Church and the Vatican Administration has been the result.

Return the reins of Government to the living people to whom the authority and assets rightfully belong. Dissolve the offending corporations as an example and a warning to all such organizations now and in the future.

The Due Diligence needed to establish the fact that millions upon millions of people have been harmed as a result of fraud begun by Lincoln and the United States of America, Incorporated, and extended by The United States of America, Incorporated, registered in Scotland in 1868, and their Successors, should take less than 24 hours.

The Due Diligence to establish that the WHO, INC. and the World Bank, Inc., have been complicit in a genocidal rampage of medical profiteering and attempted
commercial enslavement claims ---and that all of the named corporations involved in the current genocide, including the patent holders, are 100% individually and commercially liable-- should take less than a week, given the vast amount of information already available.

It's time for Satan to cough up the Kingdom, and for the True King to reign.

We estimate the loss of a quarter million Americans per month, slightly more in January of 2023, then doubling sometime in March, and continuing to climb exponentially into plague status; we also foresee that the Perpetrators of these crimes will rush forward, offering more of their "vaccines" as the cure to the problem they have created.

We wish for all of these Actors to be removed from our sight immediately. Without fanfare. Without rioting. Without misunderstanding. And we are confident that this can be done peacefully and lawfully, with appropriate cooperation.
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